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Abstract:

There is no denying that part of the cultural war that is taking
place these days can be attributed to the misconceptions that
people from diverse cultures have formulated about one
another. There is also no denying that such misconceptions
are due to linguistic and cultural differences. In this paper, I
attempt to point out some of the linguistic ,and cultural
constraints that have been .responsible for the breakdown of
inter/cross-cultural communication with the Arab world.
Research on Arabic-speech' patterns indicate that Arabic speaking individuals have a tendency to.use certain,rhetorical
devices such as exaggeration, repetition, and assertion which
render their speech patterns indirect and implicit., While the
findings 6~ the studies tliat I have drawn on are sound and
convincing from an anthropological and cultural stand poi,nt
,of view, th~re are some important inadequacies about the
methodologies, which these studies have used to define the
causes of indirectness in a particular culture (see, Hall, 1959,
1976,1982; 'Patai, 1973; Levine, 1985; Cohen, 1987; Dodd,
1992).
,
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One of these inadequacies appears to have resulted from the reliance of
these studies on applying anthropological criteria as diagnostics means to
'define a notion that is partly li,nguistic and partly cultural. The second
major inadequacy stems from the operational definition that these studies
have used to defme the notion of indirectness.
The tenuous connection
between the conceptual domain (i.e. in this context the notion of
,indirectness) and the empirical domaiJt (the instrument by which the notion
indirectness can be tested) that these _studies have applied is inadequate
froma linguistic stand point of view. And,the third important inadequacy
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has arisen from the lack' of concrete data.
One can hardly come across
textual matenal which points out .some disparity in the articulation of a
specific speech act between ,two 4istinct cultures (i.e; Chinese versus
Americans).
,,' ,:r',t:'~'

To this end, my study can be considered a modest attempt to test the
soundness and tenability of the conclusions of these studies by relying on'
the performance of a particular speech act by the speakers of a high-context
culture, In addition, this study underscores the type of misconception that
the western world has held over' the years about the ethnography of
, communication style of Arabic-speaking individuals .
.
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" While the 'findin'g;. of the' studies that I' have drawn on' are sound and
convincing, there are some important inadequacies about the methodologies
which these. studies have used to define the notion of indirectness in a
'. particular culture: One of these inadequacies has to do with the criteria that
have'been used to arrive at the claim that Arabic-speech pattern is indirect,
vague, and evasive. This observation is highly important since the studies
that I have drawn on have applied some anthropological criteria to account
for"a'concept or notion which is partly linguistic and partly cultural. Take
for i'nstance Hall's (19976, 1982) distinctiori between high and low-context
cultures where the speakers of high-context culture have a tendency to rely
m~ch more on the context for the interpretation of the conveyed messages
than on the linguistic code.
Dodd's (1992) distinction between
linear and
.
'.
non-linear cultures is another criterion used to account for the notion of
indirectness.
A third criterion that has been used to ,classify cultural
variations which is extremely relevant to the notion of indirectness is
Levine's (19985) cultural dichotomy of direct and indirect style of speaking,
So speakers of a non-linear culture such as Japanese or Chinese are inclined
to express themselves indirectly ,and implicitly in comparison with those
speakers of linear cultures such as Americans' and English.
.
,

While these. anthropolo~ical criteria are adequate, they may not fully
account for some of the linguistic discourse features that are crucial to the.
interpretation of the notion of indirectness.
As a consequence, I believe
that applying some linguistic, discourse approaches to the notion of
indirectness may provid'e' some meaningful insights about the notioti
assuming)'that the notion of indirectness should be attended to by lingUistic
mechanism:
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